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Explainable AI: Motivation
• Deep learning: make a breakthrough on AI tasks

– We are entering a new age of AI applications 

• Why Explainable AI? 
– But, machine learning models are opaque, non-intuitive, 

and difficult for people to understand 
3
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Explainable AI
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• Why did you do that? 

• Why not something else? 

• When do you succeed? 

• When do you fail? 

• When can I trust you? 

• How do I correct an error? 

Traditional Deep Learning

Explainable AI for

Deep Learning 
• I understand why 

• I understand why not 

• I know when you’ll succeed 

• I know when you’ll fail 

• I know when to trust you 

• I know why you erred



Explainable AI
• Desired Characteristics for Explanation Methods 

[Ribeiro et al ‘16]: Commonly agreed 
– Interpretability

• Provide qualitative understanding between the input variables and the 
response

• Depend on the user’s capability 
– a linear model, a gradient vector or an additive model may or may not be 

interpretable

– Local fidelity (=faithfulness)
• A meaningful explanation must at least be locally faithful

• Must correspond to how the model behaves in the vicinity of the 
instance being predicted

• Does not imply global fidelity
– Globally important features may not be important in the local context, and 

vice versa

5



Explainable AI
• (Other) Desired Characteristics for Explanation Methods 

[Ribeiro et al ‘16]
– Model-agnostic Interpretability 

• Explain any model

• vs. inherently interpretable models

– Global perspective 
• Explain the model

• Provide a global view whether we can trust the model

• Accuracy may often not be a suitable metric to evaluate the 
model

6



Explainable AI
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Deep Learning

Prediction result

https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~alanwags/DLAI2016/(Gunning)%20IJCAI-16%20DLAI%20WS.pdf

Explainable AI

Goal: Create a suite of machine learning techniques that produce more explainable 

models, while maintaining a high level of learning performance

Interpretable & 

Faithful

Approaches



Explainable AI: Tools for Trustness & Analysis
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Explainable Deep Learning

Prediction result

https://www.cc.gatech.edu/~alanwags/DLAI2016/(Gunning)%20IJCAI-16%20DLAI%20WS.pdf

Interpretable & faithful

Explanation 

• Can understand why the model 
makes the current prediction 

• Can decide whether he trust the 
prediction result 

• Can understand how the model produces the output
• Can understand the limitation of the model in a qualitive manner 
• Can develop a method for improving the model to fix the error

Explain the reason for the output 

Explain how the model is failed (or successful) 

Model debugging 

User

Model designer

The degree of trustness
of the prediction result



Explainable Deep Learning: Approaches & Issues

• Approaches
– Model distillation
– Visualization methods
– Explanation-aware learning 

• Issues
– Evaluation 

• What are the objectives of deep learning explanations? How is 
explainability evaluated?

• Aspects for evaluation 
– E.g.) Interpretability, Faithfulness, Trust, Confidence, Safety, Ethics

– Related topics
• Model debugging & Adversarial learning

• Model controlling: consider Fairness & Bias 
9
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Explainable Deep Learning: Approaches

• Approaches
– Model distillation (=Post-hoc)

• Develops a separate, inherently explainable “white-box” machine learning 
model to mimic the input-output behavior of the DNN.

• E.g.) LIME,  Anchors, Tree-based methods, etc. 

– Visualization methods (=Self-explaining)
• Express an explanation by highlighting, through a scientific visualization, 

characteristics of an input that strongly influence the output of a DNN. 

• Need to compute saliency scores: Decide which parts of DNN are relevant 
or important for the output 

• E.g.) Attention, Deconvolution, Layer-wise Relevant Propagation, 
Grad-CAM,  Integrated Gradients, Perturbation-based method 
(Representation Erasure, etc.)

– Explanation-aware learning (=Joint Training)
• Add additional explanation task to the original model task 

• Jointly train the explanation task along with the original task 

• E.g.) Text explanation, Explanation association, etc. 
10
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Deep Learning for NLP
• Neural language models [Bengio et al ‘03] 

– Starting in the 2000s, neural networks begin to be used for language 
modeling

– Equipped with word embeddings, the task aims at predicting the next 
word in a text given the previous words

• Contextual pretrained language models: BERT [Devlin et al. , 
2018]
– Have made significant breakthrough in various NLP tasks by training on 

large scale of unlabeled text resources. 

11



Pretrained Language Models for NLP (2018~)
• Pretraining

– Use very large corpus

– Based on self-supervised losses

– E.g.) MaskLM

Pretraining Language Models 
Raw 

corpus

Transfer learning 

Finetuning LMs

& application-specific NN

Annotated

corpus

Self-supervised

Supervised

• Finetuning
– Require only a very simple

application-specific NN (mostly a 
single output layer)

Transformer’s 

Encoder & decoder

BERT

12



Pretrained Language Models for NLP: Variants & 

Extensions

• Alternative pretraining methods
– XLNet, RoBERTa

• Lightweight models 
– ALBERT, DistillBERT, TinyBERT

• Extensions of transformer architecture
– Decoder (GPT), Encoder & decoder (UniLM, MASS, BART)

• Novel losses for self-supervised learning
– SpanBERT, ELECTRA

• Knowledge-enhanced pretraining methods
– ERNIE, KnowBERT, KEPLER, WKLM, JAKET, LUKE, etc.

• Retrieval-augmented methods 
– REALM, RAG

• Other extensions
– Multilingual, Multimodal, Domain-specific
– Language-specific

• Korean, French, Chinese, Dutch, Arabic
13



Explainable Deep Learning for 

NLP: 

Special Issues 
• Analytics on Pretrained Language Models 

– Issue: What types of linguistic knowledge BERT actually 
contains? 

• Are pretrained language models sufficient for resolving the 
issues of NLP? 

• What are the limitations of the pretrained language models? 

• Interpreting Attention Mechanisms
– Issue: Attention weights can be used as metrics for 

importance of input words or representation for the final 
output? 

14



Explainable Deep Learning for 

NLP: 

Contents• General approaches for XDL 
– Model distillation (=Post-hoc)

• E.g.) LIME,  Anchors, Tree-based methods, etc. 

– Visualization methods (=Self-explaining)
• E.g.) Attention, Deconvolution, Layer-wise Relevant 

Propagation, Grad-CAM,  Integrated Gradients, 
Perturbation-based method (Representation Erasure, etc.)

– Explanation-aware learning (=Joint Training)
• E.g.) Explanation-inclusive datasets for question answering, etc. 

15



Explainable Deep Learning for NLP: 

Contents

• Analytics on Pretrained Language Models 
– Probing methods: train a lightweight classifier that 

predicts a linguistic structure of interest on top of model’s 
internal representations 

• Structural probe [Hewitt & Manning ‘19] 
– Examine whether contextual representations can be projected to a syntax 

tree

• Edge probing [Tenney et al ‘19]
– Predict a linguistic label of a single span 

– Predict a semantic relationship between two spans

– Zero-shot probing methods: without an additional 
lightweight classifier, extract linguistic/world knowledge 
based on a parameter-free method

• Perturbed masking for syntactic/discourse probe [Wu et al ‘20]
– Recover syntactic trees from BERT using a parameter-free probing 

method 16



Explainable Deep Learning for NLP: 

Contents

• Analytics on Pretrained Language Models 
– Diagnostic methods: Behavioral probing

– Directly evaluate pretrained language models on additional diagnostic 
datasets

» Without relying on additional parameters 

• Language model probability 
– Linguistic knowledge [Warstadt et al ‘20; Marvin & Linzen ‘18]

» Check LM’s preferences b/w minimal pairs

• Cloze probability 
– Commonsense reasoning and syntactic knowledge [Ettinger ’20]

– Factual and commonsense knowledge [Petroni et al. ’19]

• Task-specific classification 
– Entailment & reasoning capability [McCoy et al ’19] 
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Explainable Deep Learning for NLP: 

Contents

• Analytics on Pretrained Language Models 
– Analyzing generalization effects 

• [Hao et al ‘19]: show that pretraining reaches a good initial 
point across downstream tasks

» Leads to wider optima and easier optimization, compared with 
training from scratch 

• [Saunshi et al ‘21]: pursue a theoretical understanding of the 
effect of pretrained language model on downstream tasks

– Initiates a mathematical study of the BERT-successful phenomenon 
for the downstream task of text classification, by addressing: 

» (1) What is the intuitive connection between the pretraining task 
of next word prediction and text classification? 

» (2) How can we mathematically formalize this connection and 
quantify the benefit of language modeling?

18



Explainable Deep Learning for NLP: 

Contents
• Interpreting Attention Mechanisms

– Negative results on Attention as Explanation
• [Jain et al ‘19] claim that attention is not explanation

– Identify alternate adversarial attention weights after the model is trained that 
nevertheless produce the same predictions

• [Serrano and Smith ‘19] conclude that attention is not a suitable tool to 
for determining which elements should be attributed as responsible for an 
output.

– Modify attention values of a trained model post-hoc by hard-setting the highest 
attention values to zero. 

– Find that the number of attention values that must be zeroed out to alter the 
model’s prediction is often too large

• [Pruthi et al ‘20]
– Manipulates attention weights while paying surprisingly little cost in accuracy
– The manipulated attention-based explanations deceive people into thinking that 

predictions from a model biased against gender minorities do not rely on the 
gender.

– Positive results on Attention as Explanation
• [Wiegreffe and Pinter ’19] 

– Examine the conditions under which attention can be considered a plausible 
explanation 19



Explainable Deep Learning for NLP: 

Contents

• Interpreting Attention Mechanisms
– Discovering functional methods for attention 

as explanation
• [Kobayashi et al ’20] Proposes a norm-based analysis for 

attention-based explanation
– Shows that attention weights alone are only one of the two factors 

that determine the output of attention 

– Proposes a norm-based analysis that incorporates the second factor, 
the norm of the transformed input vectors

• [Sun & Lu ‘20] propose attention/polarity scores for word 
token

– Attention score: capture the global, absolute importance of word 
tokens within a corpus

– Polarity score: Play the role in the overall model in terms of 
contributing towards the model performance

20
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Model Distillation: LIME

• LIME (Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations)
– identify an interpretable model over the interpretable 

representation that is locally faithful to the classifier

– Methods
• Given a test example and its model prediction, first randomly sample its 

nearby examples with their associated omodel outputs

• Then train a simple interpretable model (i.e. a linear classifier) using them

• Assume that the feature weights of a test example are interpretable 

• Interpretable Data Representations
– : the original representation of an instance being 

explained

– : a binary vector for its interpretable 
representation

22



Model Distillation: LIME

• Explaining individual predictions. A model predicts that a 
patient has the flu, and LIME highlights the symptoms in the 
patient’s history that led to the prediction

23

Here, the explainer uses a binary vector for its 
interpretable representation



Model Distillation: LIME
• Explaining individual predictions of competing classifiers trying 

to determine if a document is about “Christianity” or “Atheism”

24



Model Distillation: LIME

• Fidelity-Interpretability Trade-off 
– : a class of potentially interpretable models

• Readily presented to the user with visual or textual artifacts

– : an explanation as a model

• Linear models, decision trees, or falling rule lists 

– : the domain of 𝑔 acts over absence/presence 
of the interpretable components

– : a measure of complexity (as opposed to 
interpretability)

• Not every 𝑔 ∈ 𝐺 may be simple enough to be interpretable

• E.g.) 
– Ω(𝑔) for decision trees: The depth of the tree

– Ω(𝑔) for linear models: the number of non-zero weights 25



Model Distillation: LIME

: the model being explained
• 𝑓(𝑥): the probability (or a binary indicator) that 𝑥 belongs to a 

certain class

– :  a proximity measure between an instance 𝑧
to 𝑥, so as to define locality around 𝑥

– : a measure of how unfaithful 𝑔 is in 
approximating 𝑓 in the locality defined by 𝜋𝑥.

• In order to ensure both interpretability and local fidelity, 
minimize 𝐿(𝑓, 𝑔, 𝜋𝑥) while having Ω(𝑔) be low enough to be 
interpretable by humans:

– The explanation produced by LIME is obtained by:

26local fidelity interpretability



Model Distillation: LIME

27

Explanation families fidelity functions complexity measures

Locality measure

local fidelity interpretability

Here, focus on sparse linear models as explanations, and 
on performing the search using perturbations.



Model Distillation: LIME

• Sparse Linear Explanations
– 𝐺: the class of linear models

– 𝐿: the locally weighted square loss

– For text classification, the explanation is interpretable

• By letting the interpretable representation be a bag of words, 
and by setting a limit K on the number of word

28

an exponential kernel defined on some distance function D

A set of  perturbed samples



Model Distillation: LIME

29

The black-box model’s complex decision function f (unknown to LIME) is 

represented by the blue/pink background, which cannot be approximated well by 

a linear model.

LIME samples instances, gets predictions using f, and weighs them by the 

proximity to the instance being explained (represented here by size)

The learned explanation that is locally (but not globally) faithful.

the instance 

being explained



Model Distillation: LIME

• Sparse Linear Explanations

30



Model Distillation: LIME

• Example:  Deep networks for image

31

Explaining an image classification prediction made by Google’s Inception neural 
network. The top 3 classes predicted are “Electric Guitar” (p = 0.32), “Acoustic guitar” 
(p = 0.24) and “Labrador” (p = 0.21) 



Model Distillation: LIME

• Example:  Deep networks for image

32



Model Distillation: LIME

• Submodular pick for explaining models 
(pursuing global perspective)

– Give a global understanding of the model by explaining a 
set of individual instances

– Select a set of examples such that they covers locally 
important features as many as possible  ➔ Pick step

– Pick step: Given a set of instances 𝑋, the pick step is 
defined as the task of selecting 𝐵 instances for the user 
to inspect

33

Maximize coverage

coverage



Model Distillation: LIME

34

an 𝑛 × 𝑑′ explanation matrix

Suppose the budget B=2,
To maximize the coverage 
rows 2 and 5 would be selected, 
covering all but feature f1

The explanation for 𝑥𝑖 when using 
linear models as explanations



• Submodular pick for explaining models

Model Distillation: LIME

35



Model Distillation: LIME
• Do explanations lead to insights?

36



Model Distillation: Hierarchical explanation [Chen et al 

‘20]

37



Model Distillation: Hierarchical explanation [Chen et al 

‘20]

38



Model Distillation: Tree-based Model Translation 

[Frosst & Hinton ’18]

• a soft binary decision tree with a single inner 
node and two leaf nodes. 

39



Model Distillation: Tree-based Model Translation 

[Frosst & Hinton ’18]

– Train the soft decision tree using a loss function that seeks to minimize the 
cross entropy between each leaf, weighted by its path probability, and the 
target distribution

40



Model Distillation: Tree-based Model Translation 

[Frosst & Hinton ’18]

• Regularizers

41

a hyper-parameter that determines the strength of the penalty and is set prior to 
training. This penalty was based on the assumption that a tree making fairly equal 
use of alternative sub-trees would usually be better suited to any particular 
classification task and in practice it did increase accuracy



Visualization: Representation Erasure [Li et al ‘17]

• Analyze the effect of erasing pieces of the 
representation, to see how such changes affect a 
neural model’s decisions

• Linking Word Vector Dimensions to 
Linguistic Features: Visualization Model
– 𝑀: Denote a trained neural model

– 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸:  a training example with gold-standard label 𝑐

– 𝐿𝑒: Denote the index of the tag for 𝑒

– The log-likelihood assigned by model 𝑀 to the correct 
label for 𝑒:



Visualization: Representation Erasure [Li et al ‘17]

• Visualization Model
– 𝑑: the index of some vector dimension we are 

interested in exploring

– : the log-likelihood of the correct label 
for 𝑒 according to 𝑀 if dimension 𝑑 is erased; that is, 
its value set to 0

– : The importance of dimension 𝑑



Visualization: Representation Erasure [Li et al ‘17]

• Tasks and Training
– Consider two kinds of tasks

– 1) Sequence tagging tasks (POS, NER, chunking)
• The input consists of the concatenation of the vector representation of 

the word to tag and the representations of its neighbors (window size is 
set to 5)

– 2) Word ontological classification tasks (prefix, suffix, 
sentiment, wordshape, word-frequency prediction)

• The input is just the representation of the input word

– Word embeddings: Word2vec and GloVe vectors
• Each 50-dimensional vectors pre-trained using the GigawordWiki corpus

– Neural architecture: similar to SENNA
• A four-layer neural model using a structure similar to that of SENNA 

[Collobert et al. ’11] with a TANH activation function 
– an input word-embedding layer, 2 intermediate layers, and a output layer that 

outputs a scalar

– Each intermediate layer contains 50 hidden units.



Visualization: Representation Erasure [Li et al ‘17]

• Tasks: Accuracy
– Testing accuracy for different training strategies on 

tagging tasks



Visualization: Representation Erasure [Li et al ‘17]
Heatmap of word vector dimension importance 𝐼(𝑑)



Visualization: Representation Erasure [Li et al ‘17]

• Finding Important Words in Sentiment Analysis
– Top 10 ranked words by importance from the Bi-LSTM, Uni-LSTM 

and standard RNN models

The Bi-LSTM, Uni-LSTM and standard RNN respectively obtain an accuracy of 0.526, 

0.501 and 0.453 on sentence-level finegrained classification.



Visualization: Representation Erasure [Li et al ‘17]

• RL for Finding Decision-Changing Phrases
– Problem: 

– A reward function:

• Receives a reward of 1 if the label is changed, i.e., 

• also want to find the minimal set of words to change the label; Thus, the
reward function:

• Add a regularizer: Encourage (or discourage) leaving out contiguous
phrases:



Visualization: Representation Erasure [Li et al ‘17]

• RL for Finding Decision-Changing Phrases
– Experiments



Visualization: Integrated Gradients [Sundararajan et

al ’17]

• Integrated gradients: an axiomatic approach for 
gradient-based methods
– Consider Sensitivity and Implementation Invariance

• Axiom: Sensitivity(a)
– Definition: An attribution method satisfies Sensitivity(a)

if for every input and baseline that differ in one feature 
but have different predictions then the differing feature 
should be given a non-zero attribution

– Gradients violate Sensitivity(a)
• Consider a one variable, one ReLU network

– Suppose the baseline is x = 0 and the input is x = 2. 

– The function changes from 0 to 1, but because f becomes flat at x = 1

– The gradient method gives attribution of 0 to x.



Visualization: Integrated Gradients [Sundararajan et

al ’17]

• Axiom: Implementation Invariance
– Two networks are functionally equivalent if their 

outputs are equal for all inputs, despite having very 
different implementations. 

– Implementation Invariance

• The attributions are always identical for two functionally 
equivalent networks.

• DeepLift and LRP break Implementation Invariance



Visualization: Integrated Gradients [Sundararajan et

al ’17]

• DeepLift and Layer-wise relevance propagation (LRP) break 
the implementation invariance axiom

f and g are equivalent.



Visualization: Integrated Gradients [Sundararajan et

al ’17]

• Axiom: Implementation Invariance
– Gradients are invariant to implementation

• The chain-rule for gradients

– Essentially about implementation invariance.

• Think of 𝑔 and 𝑓 as the input and output of a system, and ℎ
being some implementation detail of the system.

• The gradient of output 𝑓 to input 𝑔 can be computed 
– Either directly by         , ignoring the intermediate function h

– By invoking the chain rule via ℎ



Visualization: Integrated Gradients [Sundararajan et

al ’17]

• Integrated Gradients
– : a function that represents a deep 

network

– : the input,  :the baseline input

– Consider the straightline path (in 𝑅𝑛) from the baseline 
𝑥′ to the input 𝑥

– Integrated gradients: defined as the path intergral of 
the gradients along the straightline path from the 
baseline 𝑥′ to the input 𝑥



Visualization: Integrated Gradients [Sundararajan et

al ’17]

• Integrated Gradients
– Satisfies Sensivity(a) 

• Because Completeness implies Sensivity(a) and is thus a 
strengthening of the Sensitivity(a) axiom. 

• This is because Sensitivity(a) refers to a case where the 
baseline and the input differ only in one variable, 

• for which Completeness asserts that the difference in the two 
output values is equal to the attribution to this variable. 

– Satisfy Implementation Invariance 

• Since they are based only on the gradients of the function 
represented by the network. 



Visualization: Integrated Gradients [Sundararajan et

al ’17]

• Applications: Question classification

– Text classification over the WikiTableQuestions dataset 

• The baseline input is the all zero embedding vector

Term color indicates attribution strength—
Red is positive, Blue is negative, and Gray is neutral (zero).



Visualization: Integrated Gradients [Sundararajan et

al ’17]
• Applications: Neural machine translation 

– LSTM-based Neural Machine Translation 

• The baseline: zero out the embeddings of all tokens except 
the start and end markers



Visualization: Attention Mechanism

• Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]
– The common assumption on attention 

• Attention provides an explanation for model predictions

– The expectation
• (i) Attention weights should correlate with feature importance 

measures (e.g., gradient-based measures);

• (ii) Alternative (or counterfactual) attention weight 
configurations ought to yield corresponding changes in 
prediction (and if they do not then are equally plausible as 
explanations)

– But, results are negative 
• Neither property is consistently observed by standard 

attention mechanisms 
– in the context of text classification, question answering (QA), and 

Natural Language Inference (NLI) tasks when RNN encoders are used



Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]

• Similarity functions:

• Decoder

model inputs

𝑇 𝑚-dimensional hidden states

A query



Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]

• Key questions

– 1) Do learned attention weights agree with alternative, 
natural measures of feature importance? 

• Analyze the correlation between gradient-based feature 
importance and learned attention weights, and between 
‘leave-one-out’ (LOO) measures and the same.

– 2) Had we attended to different features, would the 
prediction have been different?

• Propose explicitly searching for “adversarial” attention 
weights 

– That maximally differ from the observed attention weights and yet 
yield an effectively equivalent prediction



Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]

• Total Variation Distance (TVD) 
– The measure of change between output distributions 

• Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD)
– Quantify the difference between two attention 

distributions



Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]

– Correlation Between Attention and Feature 
Importance Measures

• (1) gradient based measures of feature importance (𝜏𝑔), 

• (2) differences in model output induced by leaving features 
out (𝜏𝑙𝑜𝑜). 



Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]
• Mean and std. dev. of correlations between gradient/leave-

one-out importance measures and attention weights
Sig. Frac. columns report the fraction of instances for which this correlation is 
statistically significant;



Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]

• Counterfactual Attention Weights

– Attention Permutation



Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]

• Counterfactual Attention Weights

– Attention Permutation
Median change in output (∆ො𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑑) (x-axis) densities in relation to the max attention 
(max ො𝛼) (y-axis) obtained by randomly permuting instance attention weights



Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]

• Counterfactual Attention Weights

– Attention Permutation
• Observe that there exist many points with small ∆ො𝑦 med 

despite large magnitude attention weights. 

• These are cases in which the attention weights might suggest 
explaining an output by a small set of features (this is how one 
might reasonably read a heatmap depicting the attention 
weights), 

• But where scrambling the attention makes little difference to 
the prediction



Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]

• Counterfactual Attention Weights

– Adversarial Attention
• Find 𝑘 adversarial distributions {𝛼 1 , ⋯ , 𝛼(𝑘)}, such that each 
𝛼(𝑖) maximizes the distance from original ො𝛼 but does not 
change the output by more than 



Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]

• Counterfactual Attention Weights

– Adversarial Attention



Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]
– Adversarial Attention

• Histogram of maximum adversarial JS Divergence (𝜖-max JSD) 
between original and adversarial attentions over all instances.



Attention is not Explanation [Jain and Wallace ’19]
– Adversarial Attention

• Densities of maximum JS divergences (𝜖-max JSD) (x-axis) as a 
function of the max attention (y-axis) in each instance for 
obtained between original and adversarial attention weights



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Claims against ‘Attention is not Explanation’ (Jain 
and Wallace, ‘19). 
– Such a claim depends on one’s definition of explanation, 

and that testing it needs to take into account all 
elements of the model

– Propose four alternative tests to determine 
when/whether attention can be used as explanation

• 1) a simple uniform-weights baseline
• 2) a variance calibration based on multiple random 

seed runs
• 3) a diagnostic framework using frozen weights 

from pretrained models
• 4) an end-to-end adversarial attention training 

protocol



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Main claim
– Attention Distribution is not a Primitive.

• Detaching the attention scores obtained by parts of the model 
(i.e. the attention mechanism) degrades the model itself. 

• The base attention weights are not assigned arbitrarily by the 
model, but rather computed by an integral component whose 
parameters were trained alongside the rest of the layers; the 
way they work depends on each other.

• Jain and Wallace provide alternative distributions which may 
result in similar predictions, but in the process they remove 
the very linkage which motivates the original claim of 
attention distribution explainability, namely the fact that the 
model was trained to attend to the tokens it chose

• A reliable adversary must take this consideration into account



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Main claim
– Existence does not Entail Exclusivity

• We hold that attention scores are used as providing an explanation; 
not the explanation

• The final layer of an LSTM model may easily produce outputs 
capable of being aggregated into the same prediction in various 
ways, however the model still makes the choice of a specific 
weighting distribution using its trained attention component.

• This mathematically flexible production capacity is particularly 
evident in binary classifiers, where prediction is reduced to a single 
scalar, and an average instance (of e.g. the IMDB dataset) might 
contain 179 tokens, i.e. 179 scalars to be aggregated

• This effect is greatly exacerbated when performed independently 
on each instance

• Thus, it is no surprise that Jain and Wallace find what they are 
looking for given this degree of freedom.



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Main claim: Summary
• Due to the per-instance nature of the demonstration and the 

fact that model parameters have not been learned or 
manipulated directly, Jain and Wallace have not shown the 
existence of an adversarial model that produces the claimed 
adversarial distributions

• Thus, we cannot treat these adversarial attentions as equally 
plausible or faithful explanations for model prediction. 

• Additionally, they haven’t provided a baseline of how much 
variation is to be expected in learned attention distributions, 
leaving the reader to question just how adversarial the found 
adversarial distributions are



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

Uniform as the Adversary
Variance within a Model

Diagnosing Attention Distributions by Guiding Simpler Models
Training an Adversary



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Uniform as the Adversary
– Test attention modules’ contribution to a model by 

applying a simple baseline where attention weights are 
frozen to a uniform distribution

– Demonstrate that a frozen attention distribution 
performs just as well as learned attention weights, 
concluding that randomly- or adversarially-perturbed 
distributions are not evidence against attention as 
explanation in these cases



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Uniform as the Adversary
– Classification F1 scores (1-class) on attention models



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Variance within a Model 
– Examine the expected variance in attention-produced 

weights by initializing multiple training sequences with 
different random seeds, allowing a better quantification 
of how much variance can be expected in trained 
models. 

– Show that considering this background stochastic 
variation when comparing adversarial results with a 
traditional model allows us to better interpret 
adversarial results



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Variance within a Model 
Densities of maximum JS divergences (x-axis) as a function of the max attention (y-axis) in 
each instance between the base distributions: and (a-d) models initialized on different 
random seeds; (e-f) models from a per-instance adversarial setup



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Diagnosing Attention Distributions by 
Guiding Simpler Models

– Replace the main setup’s LSTM and attention parameters with a 
token-level affine hidden layer with tanh activation (forming an MLP), 
and forcing its output scores to be weighted by a pre-set, per-instance 
distribution, during both training and testing



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Diagnosing Attention Distributions by 
Guiding Simpler Models
– The guide weights we impose are: 

• Uniform
– We force the MLP outputs to be considered equally across each 

instance, effectively forming an unweighted baseline

• Trained MLP
– We do not freeze the weights layer, instead allowing the MLP to learn 

its own attention parameters

• Base LSTM
– Take the weights learned by the base LSTM model’s attention layer;

• Adversary
– Based on distributions found adversarially using the consistent 

training algorithm (where their results will be discussed)



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Diagnosing Attention Distributions by 
Guiding Simpler Models
– F1 scores on the positive class for an MLP model trained 

on various weighting guides. 
For ADVERSARY, we set λ ← 0.001.



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Training an Adversary
– Model. 

• : given the base model Mb, 

• : a trained model whose explicit goal is to provide 
similar prediction scores for each instance, while distancing its 
attention distributions from those of

• Formally, train the adversarial model using stochastic gradient 
updates based on the following loss formula (summed over 
instances in the minibatch)



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Training an Adversary
– Prediction performance

• Best-performing adversarial models with instance-average 
JSD > 0.4.

• Report the highest F1 scores of models whose attention 
distributions diverge from the base, on average, by at least 0.4 
in JSD,



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Training an Adversary
– Adversarial weights as guides.

• Apply the diagnostic setup by training a guided MLP model on 
the adversarially-trained attention distributions



Attention is not not Explanation [Wiegreffe & Pinter ’19]

• Training an Adversary
– TVD/JSD tradeoff.

Averaged per-instance test set JSD and TVD from base model for each model variant

Adversarial setup from Jain and 
Wallace (2019)

random seed

uniform weights

dotted line: our adversarial 
setup as 𝜆 is varied;



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

– Point out that attention weights alone are only one of 
the two factors determining the output of self-attention 
modules

– Propose to incorporate the other factor as well, namely, 
the transformed input vectors into the analysis

– Measure the norm of the weighted vectors as the 
contribution of each input to an output

– Giving reasonable analyzing results

• (1) BERT’s attention modules do not pay so much attention to 
special tokens, and

• (2) Transformer’s attention modules capture word alignment 
quite well



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Attention module
– Computes each output vector                        from the 

corresponding pre-update vector                        and a set 
of input vectors



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Attention module



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Attention module sums weighted vectors
– Attention module computes a weighted sum of input 

vectors

Rewriting 



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Attention module



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Problems with attention weight analysis
– The assumption of the previous studies

• if an input vector is assigned a larger attention weight than other 
input vectors, then that input vector contributes more to the 
output vector than the others

– However, this assumption disregards the magnitude of the 
vectors to be weighted

– Intuitively, with attention weights being equal, a larger 
vector will contribute more to the output vector than a 
smaller vector

– Analysis based on attention weights has produced some 
non-intuitive observations, probably due to this flaw

– E.g.) Clark et al. (2019)’s work: 
• Reported that input vectors for specific tokens such as commas, 

periods, and separator tokens [SEP] tend to gain remarkably large 
attention weights



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Proposal: norm as attention degree 
– Estimate the contribution of the input vector 𝒙𝑗 to the 

output vector 𝒚𝑗 by 

– To address the aforementioned issue, we propose to 
use                      , which is the standard Euclidean norm 
(length) of the weighted, transformed vector

➔ the norm-based analysis

– Analysis of the previous study: weight-based analysis



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Re-examining previously observed phenomena

– Each point corresponds to averaged 𝛼 or 𝛼 𝑓(𝒙) on a 
token category in a given layer

(a) Weight-based analysis.



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Re-examining previously observed phenomena

– Each point corresponds to averaged 𝛼 or 𝛼 𝑓(𝒙) on a 
token category in a given layer.

(b) Norm-based analysis.



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Analysis — relationship between α and ||f(x)||:
– The darkness of each cell corresponds to the value of 

averaged α or ||𝑓(𝑥)|| on a [SEP] category in a given head

For almost all heads, α and ||𝑓(𝑥)|| clearly negate the magnitude of each other.



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Analysis — relationship between α and ||f(x)||:
– Relationship between α and || 𝑓(𝑥) ||. Each plot corresponds to a pair 

of 𝛼𝑖,𝑗 and || 𝑓(𝑥)|| for output vector 𝑦𝑖 in either attention head

Even when the same attention weights α are assigned, the values of kf(x)k can 
vary, which suggests that they play a different role in the modules.



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Experiments2: Transformer-based NMT system

– Extract Soft alignments from the attention module by 
the following methods:

• Attention-weights for each layer were computed by averaging 
α of all heads following [Li et al. (2019)’s work

• For our norm-based method, we merged ||𝛼𝑓(𝑥)|| from all 
attention heads in each layer by the following strategy: adding 
all the vectors 𝛼𝑓(𝑥) from every head, then calculating the 
norm of the summed vector (Vector-norms). 

– Adding all 𝛼𝑓(𝑥) from every head is the same as the procedure that 
combines the results from every head into the results of the multi-
head attention module



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Experiments2: Transformer-based NMT system

– AER scores of each layer in the Transformerbased
system



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Experiments2: Transformer-based NMT system
• Examples of soft alignment extracted from the attention 

modules in layer 2 of the system and reference of word 
alignment.



Attention Module is Not Only a Weight: Analyzing Transformers 

with Vector Norms [Kobayashi et al ‘20]

• Experiments2: Transformer-based NMT system
• AER scores with different alignment extraction methods on 

German-English translation



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]

• Doubt on attention’s reliability as explanation?

– Demonstrate a simple method for training models to 
produce deceptive attention masks

– Method

• Diminishes the total weight assigned to designated 
impermissible tokens, even when the models can be shown to 
nevertheless rely on these features to drive predictions.

• So, manipulates attention weights while paying surprisingly 
little cost in accuracy

– Results 

• The manipulated attention-based explanations deceive 
people into thinking that predictions from a model biased 
against gender minorities do not rely on the gender



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]

• Example of an occupation prediction task where attention-
based explanation (highlighted) has been manipulated to 
whitewash problematic tokens.



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]

• Manipulating Attention
– : an input sequence of 𝑛 words. 

– : a pre-specified set of impermissible words

• E.g.) gender words such as “he”, “she”, “Mr.”, or “Ms.”

– 𝒎: a binary vector of size 𝑛

– : a new objective function

an additive penalty term whose purpose is to penalize the 
model for allocating attention to impermissible words.



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]

• Manipulating Attention
– Extended penalty terms for multiheaded attention



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]
• Example sentences from each classification task, with 

highlighted impermissible tokens and their support



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]

• Classification Models
– Embedding + Attention
– BiLSTM + Attention
– Transformer Models

• To block the information flow from permissible to 
impermissible tokens, multiply attention weights at every 
layer with a self-attention mask

– : represents whether the token 𝑤𝑖 should attend on 𝑤𝑗

» 𝑴𝑖,𝑗 is 1 if both 𝑖 and 𝑗 belong to the same set (either the set of 

impermissible tokens, 𝐼 or its complement 𝐼𝐶 ).

• Additionally, the [CLS] token attends to all the tokens, but no 
token attends to [CLS]



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]

– Transformer Models
• Restricted self-attention in BERT

• The information flow through attention is restricted between 
impermissible and permissible tokens for every encoder layer



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]

• Sequence-to-sequence tasks
– Bigram Flipping: reverse the bigrams in the input

– Sequence Copying: copy the input sequence

– Sequence Reversal: reverse the input sequence

For any given target token, we precisely know the input 

tokens responsible. ➔ the gold alignments act as 

impermissible tokens in our setup



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]

• Sequence-to-sequence tasks
– Machine translation (English to German)

• Use the Multi30K dataset, comprising of image descriptions

• Use Fast Align toolkit (Dyer et al., 2013) to align target words 
to their source counterparts. 

• Take these aligned words as impermissible tokens



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]

• Accuracy of various classification models along with their 
attention mass (A.M.) on impermissible tokens 𝐼, with varying 
values of the loss coefficient λ



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]

• Performance of sequence-to-sequence models and their 
attention mass (A.M.) on impermissible tokens 𝐼, with varying 
values of the loss coefficient λ



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]

• Human Study
– Present a series of inputs and outputs from 

classification models to three human subjects

– Highlight the input tokens as per the attention scores 
from three different training schemes

• (i) original dot-product attention

• (ii) adversarial attention from Wiegreffe and Pinter (2019)

• (iii) our proposed attention manipulation strategy

– Ask human annotators
• (Q1): Do you think that this prediction was influenced by the 

gender of the individual? 

• (Q2): Do you believe the highlighted tokens capture the 
factors that drive the models’ prediction?



Learning to Deceive with Attention-Based Explanations 

[Pruthi et al ’20]

– Results to questions posed to human participants. Q1: Do you think that this 
prediction was influenced by the gender of the individual? Q2: Do you 
believe the highlighted tokens capture the factors that drive the models 
prediction?
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Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Structural probe
• Structural probe [Hewitt & Manning ‘19] 

– Find a linear transformation that encodes the 
distance between words in the parse tree

116

Analyzing Linguistic Knowledge of Language Model



Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Structural probe
• Structural probe [Hewitt & Manning ‘19] 

– In the transformed space, (squared) L2 distance 
approximates tree distance 

– Decoding 
• Finding a minimum spanning tree using the squared 

distances as edge weights 
117

Squared L2 distance in the transformed space

Approximates the tree distance between all pairs of words 

tree distance L2 distance 



Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Edge probing
• Edge probing [Tenney et al ‘20] 

– Probing model architecture for semantic role labelling

118



Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Edge probing
• Edge probing [Tenney et al ‘20] 

– Example sentence, spans, and target label for each task. 
O = OntoNotes, W = Winograd.
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Zero-shot Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Perturbed Masking
• Address the problem of Probing methods

– Undermined by the uncertainty of the amount of knowledge 
that is learned by the probe itself. 

• Perturbed Masking [Wu et al ‘20]
– A parameter-free probing technique for analyzing pre-trained 

language models 

– Does not require direct supervision from the probing tasks, nor 
do we introduce additional parameters to the probing process

– Introduce Perturbed Masking to estimate inter-word correlation
• Based on the masked language modeling (MLM) objective to measure the 

impact a word 𝑥𝑗 has on predicting another word 𝑥𝑖
• Then induce the global linguistic properties (e.g., dependency trees) from 

this inter-word information

120



Zero-shot Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Perturbed Masking

• Token Perturbation
– :  A sentence as a list of tokens 

– : The contextualized representation for 𝑥𝑖
– : The target function we want to derive, 

which captures the impact a context word 𝑥𝑗 has on 

the prediction of another word 𝑥𝑖
– Two-stage approach 

• 1) Replace 𝑥𝑖 with the [MASK] token and feed the new 
sequence 𝒙\{𝑥𝑖} into BERT  ➔

• 2) Further mask out 𝑥𝑗 to obtain the second corrupted 

sequence 𝒙\{𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗} ➔
121



Zero-shot Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Perturbed Masking

• Token Perturbation

– : the distance metric that captures the 
difference between two vectors

• Dist: Euclidean distance between 𝒙 and 𝒚

• Prob: 

• : an impact matrix

122

Repeat the two-stage perturbation on 
each pair of tokens



Zero-shot Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Perturbed Masking

• Span Perturbation
– Straightforwardly  extend the token-level perturbation

• Spans: phrases, clauses, or paragraphs

– :model a document 𝐷 as 𝑁
non-overlapping text spans

• 𝑒𝑖 contains a sequence of tokens

– Steps

• Mask an array of tokens in a span simultaneously

• Obtain the span representation by averaging the 
representations of all the tokens the span contains
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Zero-shot Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Perturbed Masking

124

• Heatmap of the impact matrix for the sentence “For those who 
follow social media transitions on Capitol Hill, this will be a little 
different.”



Zero-shot Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Perturbed Masking

125

• Syntactic Probe: Dependency Probe
– Use the token-level perturbed masking technique to 

extract an impact matrix 𝐹 for each sentence. 

– Then utilize graph-based algorithms to induce a 
dependency tree from

UAS results of BERT on unsupervised 

dependency parsing.

Performance on PUD when evaluated using 

UAS, UUAS, and NED.



Zero-shot Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Perturbed Masking

126

• Syntactic Probe: Constituency Probe
– Top-Down Parsing:

• Find the best splitting position 𝑘 that will separate the 
sentence into constituents

• For the constituent



Zero-shot Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Perturbed Masking

127

• Syntactic Probe: Constituency Probe
– Unlabeled parsing F1 results evaluated on WSJ10 

and PTB23.



Zero-shot Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Perturbed Masking

128

• Discourse Probe
– Spans: Elementary Discourse Units (EDUs)

– Extract an EDU-EDU impact matrix for each 
document using span-level perturbation

– Performance of different discourse parser



Zero-shot Probing Methods: A Case Study –

Perturbed Masking

129

• BERT-based Trees VS Parser-provided Trees
– Task: Aspect Based Sentiment Classification

– Model: Proximity-Weighted Convolution Network (PWCN)

– Experimental results of aspect based sentiment classification.



Structural probe for Korean [Min et al ’20]

• Our structural probing for Korean pretrained LMs

– Evaluation metric: UUAS (Undirected Unlabeled Attach Score)

– Models: RoBERTa

130

dev test

RoBERTa Layer1 55.04% 59.00%

RoBERTa Layer2 60.13% 64.22%

RoBERTa Layer3 62.30% 66.01%

RoBERTa Layer4 63.84% 67.32%

RoBERTa Layer5 66.65% 70.46%

RoBERTa Layer6 69.78% 73.48%

RoBERTa Layer7 73.66% 77.32%

RoBERTa Layer8 75.25% 78.79%

RoBERTa Layer9 76.48% 79.57%

RoBERTa Layer10 76.16% 79.03%

RoBERTa Layer11 74.39% 77.57%

RoBERTa Layer12 71.57% 74.58%

Sejong dataset



Structural probe for Korean [Min et al ’20]

• Our structural probing for Korean pretrained LMs

– Evaluation metric: UUAS (Undirected Unlabeled Attach Score)

– Models: Google’s multilingual BERT

131

Sejong dataset

dev test

Multilingual BERT Layer1 54.59% 57.99%

Multilingual BERT Layer2 57.99% 61.05%

Multilingual BERT Layer3 63.79% 67.68%

Multilingual BERT Layer4 66.52% 70.45%

Multilingual BERT Layer5 68.83% 72.30%

Multilingual BERT Layer6 72.32% 75.89%

Multilingual BERT Layer7 73.32% 76.94%

Multilingual BERT Layer8 73.25% 76.63%

Multilingual BERT Layer9 72.54% 75.39%

Multilingual BERT Layer10 70.86% 73.62%

Multilingual BERT Layer11 70.09% 72.79%

Multilingual BERT Layer12 66.98% 70.08%



Structural probe for Korean [Min et al ’20]

– Evaluation metric: UUAS (Undirected Unlabeled Attach Score)

– Models: ElMo
• Trained from 5G coupus, consisting of Wikipedia & News
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dev test

ELMo Layer1 53.40% 55.12% 

ELMo Layer2 64.53% 68.17%



Structural probe for Korean [Min et al ’20]

• Our structural probing for Korean pretrained LMs

– Probing performances vs. Parsing performances 

• UUAS performance

• Parsing Performance based on biaffine attention 

133

UUAS

ELMo Layer2 68.17%

Multilingual BERT Layer7 76.94%

RoBERTa Layer9 79.57%

UAS LAS

ELMo + biaffine 93.12% 91.00%

Multilingual BERT + biaffine 93.86% 91.88%

RoBERTa + biaffine 94.27% 92.32%

Show a positive correlation b/w the probing performance
(UUAS) and the actual parsing performance (UAS)



Diagnostic Methods: A Case Study –

Cloze probability for world knowledge

• LAMA (LAnguage Model Analysis) probe [Petroni et al ‘19]

– Test the factual and commonsense knowledge in language 
models
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Diagnostic Methods: A Case Study –

Cloze probability for world knowledge

• LAMA (LAnguage Model Analysis) probe [Petroni et al ‘19]

– Examples of generation for BERT-large
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Diagnostic Methods: A Case Study

- LM probability for linguistic knowledge

• BLiMP [Warstadt et al ‘20]

(The Benchmark of Linguistic Minimal Pairs for English)

– Consist of minimal pairs from 12 linguistic phenomenon 
categories 

– Minimal pairs The cats annoy Tim. (grammatical) 
*The cats annoys Tim. (ungrammatical)

Use the language model probabilities of two sentences
to select a grammatically correct one 136



Diagnostic Methods: A Case Study

- LM probability for linguistic knowledge

• BLiMP [Warstadt et al ‘20]

137



Diagnostic Methods: A Case Study

- LM probability for linguistic knowledge

• BLiMP [Warstadt et al ‘20]
– Evaluation metric: LM’s overall accuracy

• The proportion of the test minimal pairs in which the model assigns 
a higher probability to the acceptable sentence

– Experiment results

• Main observations
– Models generally perform best on morphological phenomena

– But, challenging phenomena: ISLANDS, NPI LICENSING, QUANTIFIERS & 
ARG. STRUCTURE.

These phenomena are challenging

Struggle with subtle semantic and syntactic phenomena, such 
as negative polarity items and extraction islands.
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• [Ettinger ‘20]: 

– Examine commonsense reasoning & syntactic knowledge

Diagnostic Methods: A Case Study
- Cloze probability for linguistic/commonsense knowledge

Change semantic roles of two words (waitress and customer) 
and compare the cloze probabilities 

• ROLE-88: addresses event knowledge and semantic role interpretation, 
and tests sensitivity to impact of role reversals. 

Use the cloze probability of a masked word 
to detect whether roles are changed 139



• [Ettinger ‘20]: 

Diagnostic Methods: A Case Study

- Cloze probability for linguistic/commonsense knowledge

• CPRAG-102: Addresses commonsense and pragmatic inference, and 
tests sensitivity to differences within semantic category

➢ Requires common sense reasoning (infer what is being described in the first 
sentence) and pragmatic reasoning (determine how the second sentence 
relates) 

BERT suffers from commonsense/pragmatic reasoning and 
role-based event prediction

[Ettinger ‘20] concludes:  
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• Probing & Diagnostic methods: now increasingly explored  

Probing & Diagnostic Methods

141

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.07885.pdf



• Behavioral Testing of NLP Models with CheckList [Ribeiro et al ‘20]
– CheckListing a commercial sentiment analysis model

Diagnostic Methods: A Case Study 

- CheckList
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Diagnostic Methods: A Case Study - CheckList

143



LAMA Probing for Ko-RoBERTa

• Our LAMA probing for Korean pretrained LMs

– Models: 𝐑𝐨𝐁𝐄𝐑𝐓𝐚𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞
𝟏𝟖𝐆 & 𝐑𝐨𝐁𝐄𝐑𝐓𝐚𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞

𝟓𝟒𝟎𝐌

• Two variants of RoBERTa using grapheme on 18G and 
500M corpus size, respectively
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Model Base 
Model

#parame
ters

Training 
Corpus

Corpus
Size

Token type

RoBERTabase
500M Transformer

(RoBERTa)
134M Wikipedia (ko) 500M Grapheme

RoBERTabase
18G Transformer

(RoBERTa)
134M

Wikipedia (ko) 
+ News + 

Encyclopedia
18GB Grapheme



LAMA Probing for Ko-RoBERTa
• Datasets: Wikipedia triples & KTQA 

– Wikipedia triples: about 221K questions

• Automatically converted natural questions

– KTQA: open-domain QA questions provided by KT

• Selected from test questions for Giga Genie speaker 
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KB Source
#total 

relations
#total facts

#selected-
relations

#selected –
facts

#answerable
facts

#answerable
questions

Wikipedia
Triples

Wikipedia 
(ko)

1312 10M 8 4M 238,382 221,255

QA Source #total questions #total facts #question-type
#total

answerable
questions

#answerable
questions

KTQA KT QA 18090 < 18090 4 2848 1816



LAMA Probing for Ko-RoBERTa

Rel Meaning # Num Freq
P@1 P@5

𝐑𝐨𝐁𝐄𝐑𝐓𝐚𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞
𝟏𝟖𝐆 𝐑𝐨𝐁𝐄𝐑𝐓𝐚𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞

𝟓𝟒𝟎𝐌𝐁 𝐑𝐨𝐁𝐄𝐑𝐓𝐚𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞
𝟏𝟖𝐆 𝐑𝐨𝐁𝐄𝐑𝐓𝐚𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞

𝟓𝟒𝟎𝐌𝐁

P21 Gender 102877 74% 19 26.70 94 99.75

P27 Nationality 53537 31% 56 28.31 81 56.41

P106 Occupation 51457 37% 13 3.98 39 40.78

P19 Birthplace 5729 18% 25 11.80 57 31.02

P20
Place of 
death

3662 32% 17 14.17 39 38.48

P136 Genre 3525 33% 13 3.72 55 19.40

P461
Opposite 
concept

241 2% 27 0 49 1.24

P1082 Population 227 86% 0 0.880 9 8.37

Total 221,255 26 20.78 75 71.27

• Experiment results on Wikipedia Triples  

18G 18G540MB 540MB



LAMA Probing for Ko-RoBERTa

Rel
# 

Num
Freq

P@1 P@5

𝐑𝐨𝐁𝐄𝐑𝐓𝐚𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞
𝟏𝟖𝐆 𝐑𝐨𝐁𝐄𝐑𝐓𝐚𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞

𝟓𝟒𝟎𝐌𝐁 𝐑𝐨𝐁𝐄𝐑𝐓𝐚𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞
𝟏𝟖𝐆 𝐑𝐨𝐁𝐄𝐑𝐓𝐚𝐛𝐚𝐬𝐞

𝟓𝟒𝟎𝐌𝐁

Other 951 5.15% 13.14 6.20 24.92 11.15

Person 509 52.46% 11.59 4.32 58.35 30.45

Local 
Organization

351 8.26% 52.42 42.45 73.22 62.11

Math 5 40.00% 40.00 0 80.00 40

Total 1,816 20.37 12.66 43.77 26.48

• Experiment results on KTQA

• Observation
– The larger corpus is used for pretraining, the more accuracy is 

obtained in LAMA probing

– This tendency is weaker on Wikipedia triples 
• Note that RoBERTabase

540M is trained from the Wikipedia corpus, which 
corresponds to the target triple dataset 

18G 18G540MB 540MB



• Sample results on Wikipedia triples

Query Answers Generation

조지워싱턴의직업은 <!#mask>이다. ['정치인', '장교', '군인', '병사'] 변호사: [-2.03] 군인: [-2.18]외교관: [-2.47] 대통령: [-2.89]

조지 W. 부시의직업은 <!#mask>이다. ['정치인', '화가', '장교'] 대통령: [-1.01] 외교관: [-2.61] 장관: [-2.94] 정치인: [-3.01]

디에고벨라스케스의직업은 <!#mask>이다. ['화가'] 시인: [-2.56] 교사: [-2.61] 화가: [-2.69]의사: [-2.85]

조지워싱턴의성별은 <!#mask>이다. ['남성'] 여성: [-2.14] 흑인: [-2.21] 남성: [-2.47]미국인: [-2.63]

잭바우어의성별은 <!#mask>이다. ['남성'] 한국인: [-2.48] 여성: [-2.55] 미국인: [-2.61] 남성: [-2.65]

더글러스애덤스의성별은 <!#mask>이다. ['남성'] 누구: [-1.29] 미상: [-1.95] 여성: [-2.94] 남성: [-3.16]

조지워싱턴의국적은 <!#mask>이다. ['미국'] 미국: [-0.38]영국: [-2.76] 캐나다: [-2.90] 한국: [-3.38]

잭바우어의국적은 <!#mask>이다. ['미국'] 미국: [-0.83]영국: [-1.80] 캐나다: [-2.54] 한국: [-3.15]

더글러스애덤스의국적은 <!#mask>이다. ['영국'] 미국: [-1.04] 영국: [-1.53]독일: [-2.97] 한국: [-3.11]

호펜섬의인구수는 <!#mask>명이다. ['4'] 8: [-1.94] 4: [-2.16] 3: [-2.16] 9: [-2.23]

나배사섬의인구수는 <!#mask>명이다. ['0', '3'] 8: [-1.94] 3: [-2.17] 4: [-2.18] 5: [-2.21]

베이커섬의인구수는 <!#mask>명이다. ['0', '4'] 8: [-1.97] 3: [-2.16] 4: [-2.20] 5: [-2.21]

LAMA Probing for Ko-RoBERTa



LAMA Probing for Ko-RoBERTa
• Sample results on Wikipedia triples

Query Answer Generation

샤를보들레르는 <!#mask>에서태어났다. ['파리'] 파리: [-0.92]프랑스: [-1.24] 스위스: [-3.48] 독일: [-3.53]

오토는 <!#mask>에서태어났다. ['로마'] 로마: [-2.16]독일: [-2.25] 그리스: [-2.60] 파리: [-3.58]

티투스는 <!#mask>에서태어났다. ['로마'] 로마: [-1.11]그리스: [-1.97] 독일: [-3.32] 헝가리: [-3.42]

엑토르베를리오즈의장르는 <!#mask>이다. ['오페라'] 음악: [-0.61] 오페라: [-1.90]작품: [-3.46] 작곡: [-3.68]

레너드코언의장르는 <!#mask>이다. ['록'] 음악: [-1.69] 영화: [-2.85] 록: [-3.09]연극: [-3.15]

리하르트바그너의장르는 <!#mask>이다. ['오페라'] 음악: [-1.22] 오페라: [-1.28]작곡: [-2.34] 피아노: [-3.41]

행복의반대말은 <!#mask>이다. ['슬픔'] 불행: [-0.71] 슬픔: [-2.42]고통: [-3.37] 두려움: [-3.61]

북쪽의반대말은 <!#mask>이다. ['남쪽', '서쪽', '동쪽'] 남쪽: [-2.62]남한: [-4.02] 일본: [-4.13] 침묵: [-4.23]

혼인의반대말은 <!#mask>이다. ['이혼'] 이혼: [-1.48]결혼: [-1.99] 혼인: [-3.28] 사랑: [-3.57]

샤를보들레르는 <!#mask>에서사망했다. ['파리'] 감옥: [-1.65] 파리: [-1.89]프랑스: [-2.28] 자택: [-2.68]

피에르코르네유는 <!#mask>에서사망했다. ['파리'] 파리: [-2.09]자택: [-2.17] 프랑스: [-2.18] 감옥: [-2.49]

엑토르베를리오즈는 <!#mask>에서사망했다. ['파리'] 독일: [-2.16] 감옥: [-2.43] 파리: [-2.49]베를린: [-2.74]



• Sample results on T-Rex
Query Answer Generation

프란체스코바르톨로메오콘티는 ________에서태어났다. 플로렌스
로마: [-0.97] 스페인: [-2.64] 브라질: [-2.70] 파리: [-2.91] 그리스: [-3.32] 칠레: [-3.33] 프랑스: [-3.38] 스위스: [-3.49] 헝가리: [-3.53] 독일: [-
3.72]

아돌프아당은 ________에서사망했다. 파리 감옥: [-1.55] 자택: [-2.33]병원: [-2.59] 이곳: [-2.69]그곳: [-3.02]파리: [-3.25]독일: [-3.26]프랑스: [-3.61] 베를린: [-4.00] 시리아: [-4.02]

불도그는 ________의하위분류이다. 개 다음: [-1.18] 그림: [-2.96]불교: [-3.48] 게임: [-3.60]영어: [-4.01] 그: [-4.02] 고양이: [-4.24] 불: [-4.24] 한자: [-4.45] 사진: [-4.66]

모리셔스의공용어는 ________이다. 영어 영어: [-0.16]스페인: [-2.99]프랑스: [-3.97]불어: [-4.93] 한국어: [-5.30] 영국: [-5.39]아랍: [-5.45] 라틴: [-5.58] 독일: [-5.89] 브라질: [-6.02]

패트릭오보야의포지션은 ________이다. 미드필더 수비수: [-0.54] 공격: [-2.69]윙: [-3.29]주장: [-3.51] 센터: [-3.77] 수비: [-4.31] 오른쪽: [-4.31] 우익: [-4.34] 투수: [-4.54] 중앙: [-4.55]

함부르크공항의이름은 ________의이름을따서지어졌다. 함부르크 그: [-1.69]황제: [-2.51] 독일: [-2.82]국왕: [-3.00]영주: [-3.51] 시인: [-3.82] 도시: [-3.88] 왕: [-4.13] 항구: [-4.15] 저자: [-4.31]

Mon oncle Benjamin의 원작언어는 ________어이다. 프랑스 스페인: [-1.48] 독일: [-2.30]미국: [-2.81] 프랑스: [-2.83]라틴: [-2.92]일본: [-2.98] 영국: [-3.16]아랍: [-3.20]영어: [-3.82] 유럽: [-3.95]

다니엘알베스는 ________팀에속해있다.
바르셀로
나

첼시: [-1.99]맨유: [-3.00] A: [-3.26]국가대표: [-3.30]올림픽: [-3.91]리버: [-3.94] S: [-4.02] 다른: [-4.13] 수비: [-4.23] B: [-4.34]

Paul Toungui의직업은 ________이다. 정치인 군인: [-2.40] 경찰: [-3.10]외교관: [-3.39]운전: [-3.67]경찰관: [-3.85] 교사: [-3.90]법관: [-4.12] 학생: [-4.16] 선생: [-4.16] 대장: [-4.18]

황화나트륨은 ________로구성되어있다. 나트륨 둘: [-1.60]질소: [-2.18] 탄소: [-2.43] 단백질: [-2.76] 황: [-3.30]으: [-3.31] 2: [-3.68]원자: [-3.74] 수소: [-3.90]철: [-4.06]

고든스콜스는 ________당의일원이다. 노동 보수: [-1.35] 자유: [-1.91] 진보: [-2.03]녹색: [-2.25] 공화: [-2.30]사회: [-2.90]국민: [-3.94] 공산: [-4.26] 개혁: [-4.63]미래: [-4.69]

케냐는 ________와외교관계를유지하고있습니다. 우간다
카타르: [-1.95] 러시아: [-2.00] 캐나다: [-2.32] 말레이시아: [-2.48] 우리: [-2.56] 인도: [-2.65] 프랑스: [-2.80] 터키: [-2.81] 스위스: [-3.11] 미얀
마: [-3.49]

아이팟터치는 ________에서생산합니다. 애플 소니: [-1.07] 애플: [-1.35]한국: [-2.19]일본: [-2.73] 삼성: [-2.92]미국: [-3.55] 여기: [-3.99]국내: [-4.07] 대만: [-4.36]구글: [-4.41]

베일리페닌슐라는 ________에위치해있다. 남극 곳: [-2.31]지역: [-2.88] 마을: [-3.02]스위스: [-3.49]시내: [-3.62]프랑스: [-3.70] 근처: [-3.94]이곳: [-4.03] 해변: [-4.20] 사막: [-4.23]

JDK는 ________에의해개발되었다. 오라클 일본: [-1.12] 미국: [-1.72]한국인: [-2.92]미군: [-3.08] 한국: [-3.51] 북한: [-3.77] 소련: [-3.84] 미국인: [-3.87] 독일: [-4.45] 중국: [-4.54]

칼 3세는 ________어로의사소통을했습니다. 스웨덴
프랑스: [-1.17] 독일: [-1.40] 라틴: [-2.23] 스페인: [-2.32] 아랍: [-2.77] 그리스: [-2.97] 러시아: [-3.46] 스웨덴: [-3.84] 덴마크: [-4.94] 우리: [-
4.97]

선샤인코스트와브리티시컬럼비아주는 ________에위치
해있다.

캐나다 근처: [-2.05] 인근: [-2.61]중간: [-2.63]사이: [-2.66]경계: [-2.78] 북서쪽: [-2.96]북쪽: [-3.25] 서쪽: [-3.55] 부근: [-3.68] 남쪽: [-3.79]

교황클레멘스 7세의직위는 ________이다. 교황 추기경: [-0.75] 교황: [-2.16]장관: [-2.39]수상: [-3.48] 대통령: [-3.64]황제: [-3.78] 총장: [-4.14] 주교: [-4.60] 대사: [-4.61] 총리: [-4.87]

조카커는 ________이라는레코드레이블로대표된다. 캐피털 블랙: [-4.03] 미국: [-4.05] 퀸: [-4.12] 뉴욕: [-4.35] 클럽: [-4.48] 애플: [-4.62]그린: [-4.64] 빅: [-4.64] 샘: [-4.66] 맥: [-4.69]

런던재즈패스티벌은 ________에위치해있다. 런던 런던: [-0.83]북쪽: [-2.91]서쪽: [-2.96]남쪽: [-3.11]도심: [-3.18] 시내: [-3.43] 동쪽: [-3.62]북서쪽: [-3.84] 첼시: [-3.98] 중앙: [-4.18]

Border TV는 ________가소유하고있다. ITV 국가: [-1.54] 정부: [-2.24] 모두: [-2.57] 우리: [-2.95]회사: [-3.24] 소니: [-3.41] 프랑스: [-4.15] 나: [-4.37] 교회: [-4.42] 자기: [-4.55]

Mammootty의모국어는 ________어이다. 말라얄람
프랑스: [-1.02] 그리스: [-2.84] 일본: [-2.92] 터키: [-3.00] 독일: [-3.03] 러시아: [-3.07] 스페인: [-3.19] 아랍: [-3.34] 라틴: [-3.75] 베트남: [-
3.81]

Sharon Cuneta Show는 ________에서만들어졌다. 필리핀 일본: [-1.57] 미국: [-1.86] 독일: [-2.73]영국: [-2.98] 한국: [-3.03]프랑스: [-3.36]중국: [-3.49]스위스: [-3.94]스웨덴: [-4.03]덴마크: [-4.32]



LAMA Probing for Ko-RoBERTa
• Sample results on ConceptNet

Query Answer Generation

<!#mask>에서 물이 넘칠것 같다. 배수구
한강: [-2.76] 계곡: [-3.11] 화장실: [-3.29] 학교: [-3.38] 운동장: [-3.50] 주유소: [-3.59] 강: [-3.67] 호수: [-3.74] 
우물: [-3.77] 차: [-3.92] 

까마귀는 <!#mask> 수있다. 날
날: [-1.18]먹을: [-2.26] 울: [-2.28] 할: [-2.81] 볼: [-2.95] 그럴: [-3.44] 알: [-3.52] 될: [-3.67] 놀: [-3.85] 갈: 
[-3.94] 

농담은당신을 <!#mask>게 만든다. 웃
웃: [-0.80]기쁘: [-2.42] 행복하: [-2.73] 슬프: [-3.04] 놀라: [-3.09] 설레: [-3.13] 불편하: [-3.63] 미치: [-3.79] 
강하: [-4.14] 편하: [-4.14] 

바이러스는때때로 <!#mask>을 일으킨다. 감염
질병: [-1.62] 감염: [-1.92]죽음: [-2.61] 변형: [-3.22] 전염: [-3.40] 증상: [-3.46] 분열: [-3.48] 변: [-3.48] 부작
용: [-3.49] 병: [-3.50] 

새는 <!#mask>을 가지고있다. 깃털
뿔: [-3.24] 뜻: [-3.52] 이름: [-3.53] 알: [-3.64] 영혼: [-3.65] 꿈: [-3.73] 씨앗: [-3.75] 마음: [-3.91] 시간: [-
3.96] 눈: [-4.00] 

새는 <!#mask>를 가지고있다. -
날개: [-0.37] 꼬리: [-2.55] 부리: [-3.55] 소리: [-4.12] 뿌리: [-4.41] 다리: [-4.47] 나: [-5.08] 귀: [-5.14] 가지: [-
5.29] 언어: [-5.35] 

타이핑에는 <!#mask>가 요구된다. 속도
인내: [-2.07] 스피드: [-2.07] 속도: [-2.41]파워: [-2.62] 주의: [-2.64] 노하우: [-2.95] 용기: [-2.98] 자세: [-
3.53] 여유: [-3.75] 기술: [-3.84] 

타이핑에는 <!#mask>이 요구된다. -
기술: [-1.32] 자신감: [-2.39] 시간: [-2.81] 감각: [-3.23] 실력: [-3.23] 노력: [-3.32] 능력: [-3.66] 안정성: [-3.68] 
힘: [-3.77] 정성: [-3.84] 

시간은 <!#mask>하다. 영원
영원: [-2.31] 소중: [-2.38] 지루: [-3.00] 깨끗: [-3.16] 무한: [-3.30] 투명: [-3.32] 간단: [-3.37] 급: [-3.42] 일정: 
[-3.66] 정확: [-3.68] 

시간은 <!#mask>이다. -
돈: [-2.74] 축복: [-3.61] 시간: [-3.80] 거짓말: [-4.14] 힘: [-4.16] 빛: [-4.28] 기적: [-4.30] 생명: [-4.66] 운명: 
[-4.69] 거울: [-4.73] 

당신은 <!#mask>기 때문에축하하게 될것이
다.

살
행복하: [-1.35] 사랑하: [-1.60] 기쁘: [-1.88] 건강하: [-2.71] 좋아하: [-3.27] 젊: [-3.38] 바쁘: [-3.96] 모르: [-
4.16] 즐겁: [-4.64] 잘하: [-4.73] 

기술은 <!#mask> 될 수있다. 전수
배가: [-3.04] 계속: [-3.46] 현실화: [-3.64] 어떻게: [-3.67] 누가: [-3.77] 쉽게: [-3.97] 문제: [-3.99] 변화: [-
4.22] 잘: [-4.27] 응용: [-4.45] 

연못은 <!#mask>를 위한것이다. 낚시
고기: [-2.58] 우리: [-2.93] 바다: [-3.12] 나무: [-3.15] 나: [-3.45] 인류: [-3.54] 조화: [-3.79] 평화: [-3.93] 모두: 
[-3.93] 도시: [-4.06] 



Analyzing Generalization Effects 

of Language Model

• [Hao et al ‘20] Visualize loss landscapes 

– 1) One-dimensional Loss Curve

– 2) Two-dimensional Loss Surface
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Optimization direction

Represents the fine-tuned parameters on another dataset.



Analyzing Generalization Effects of Language 

Model
• [Hao et al ‘20]: Results

– Pre-training Gets a Good Initial Point Across Downstream Tasks
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Analyzing Generalization Effects of Language 

Model
• [Hao et al ‘20]: Results

– Pre-training Gets a Good Initial Point Across Downstream Tasks
• Training loss of fine-tuning BERT and training from scratch on four datasets.
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Analyzing Generalization Effects of Language 

Model
• [Hao et al ‘20]: Results

– Pre-training-then-fine-tuning is Robust to Overfitting
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The optimization trajectories on 

the training loss surfaces of 

training from scratch (top) and 

fine-tuning BERT (bottom)



Analyzing Generalization Effects of Language 

Model
• [Hao et al ‘20]: Pre-training Helps to Generalize Better

– Wide and Flat Optima Lead to Better Generalization
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Analyzing Generalization Effects of Language 

Model
• [Hao et al ‘20]: Pre-training Helps to Generalize Better

– Consistency Between Training Loss Surface and Generalization 
Error Surface
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Analyzing Generalization Effects of Language 

Model
• [Hao et al ‘20]: Lower Layers of BERT are More Invariant 

and Transferable
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Analyzing Generalization Effects of Language 

Model
• [Hao et al ‘20]: Lower Layers of BERT are More Invariant 

and Transferable
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HotpotQA [Yang et al ’18]
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QED: A Framework and Dataset for Explanations 

in Question Answering [Lamm et al ‘20]
• QED explanations decompose the questionpassage relationship in 

terms of referential equality and predicate entailment
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Explainable Deep Learning for 

Pretrained Language Model 

164

Prediction result & 

Interpretable/faithful explanation 

User

Language model

Input text

Probing & Diagnostic Methods

Diagnostic 

results

Understand what knowledge is contained in 
pretrained language models Designer

Extension:

To go beyond the limitation of 

the current model, how to extend 

pretrained language models? 



Explainable Deep Learning for Pretrained 

Language Model: Extension

• KnowBERT [Peters et al ‘19]

– Knowledge Enhanced Pretrained Language Models



Explainable Deep Learning for Pretrained 

Language Model: Extension

• Neuro-symbolic pretrained LM
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Deep learning&
Pretrained language 
models

Learning Reasoning
Knowledge graph&
Symbolic logics
Grammar/Lexicon 

Explanation/

Distillation

Transfer/

Injection

Neural model Symbolic model



Summary & Conclusion
• Briefly review

– Explainable deep learning for NLP
• Model distillation methods: LIME
• Visualization of neural models for NLP 

– Perturbation-based method: Representation Erasure
– Gradient-based method: Integrated Gradient
– Attention mechanism 

• Analytics on pretrained language models
– Probing methods & Diagnostic methods

• Explanation-Aware Learning for NLP
– Question answering
– Machine translation 

• Conclusion 
– Face the limitation of pretrained language models
– Extension of pretrained language models is a major issue

• Knowledge enhanced language models, etc. 
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